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Plasmon Modes and Correlation Functions in Quantum Wires and Hall Bars
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Department of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405, U.S.A.
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We present microscopic derivations of the one-dimensional
low-energy boson effective Hamiltonians of quantum wire and
quantum Hall bar systems. The quantum Hall system is
distinguished by its spatial separation of oppositely directed
electrons. We discuss qualitative differences in the plasmon
collective mode dispersions and the ground state correlation
functions of the two systems which are consequences of this
difference. The slowly-decaying quasi-solid correlations ex-
pected in a quantum wire are strongly suppressed in quantum
Hall bar systems.
PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf, 73.40.Hm, 72.15.Nj, 71.10.Pm
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum Hall effect occurs in two-dimensional
(2D) electron systems (ES) when the chemical potential
lies in a charge gap which occurs at a density (n∗) which
is dependent on magnetic field (B). The B dependence
of n∗ requires1 gapless excitations localized at the edge of
the 2D ES. The low-energy effective Hamiltonian which
describes this edge system is simplest when the edge is
sharp2 on a microscopic length scale and the bulk Lan-
dau level filling factor ν∗ = 2πℓ2n∗ = 1/m with m being
an odd integer. In this case, the low-energy edge ex-
citations can be mapped to those of a one-dimensional
(1D) fermion system3,4 and described5,6 by a version
of the Tomonaga-Luttinger (TL) model for 1D fermion
systems7–9 modified to account for the magnetic field
and the long-range of the electron-electron interaction.
Edge excitations in quantum Hall (QH) bars are analo-
gous to the excitations of electron systems in quantum
wires10 which are also described at low energies by a TL
model modified to account for long-range interactions.
Close relationships exist between studies of the effect of
Coulomb interactions on the transport properties of QH
systems11,12 and analogous studies of quantum wires.13,14
There are, however, important distinctions between these
two systems which result from the spatial separation of
oppositely directed electrons in the QH case and are the
subject of this paper. As we explain below, the energy-
wavevector relationship for the plasmon boson states of
quantum wires and QH bars have quite different micro-
scopic underpinnings. In addition, the strong quasi-solid
correlations expected15 in a quantum wire are suppressed
in typical Hall bar systems.16
II. NON-INTERACTING ELECTRONS
The analogy between quantum wires and quantum Hall
bars is most direct for ν = 1 and we begin by discussing
this case, first for non-interacting electrons. To form a
quantum wire, electrons in a 2D ES are confined in an
additional direction, say the yˆ-direction, while the mo-
tion in the remaining (xˆ-)direction stays free. With peri-
odic boundary conditions applied over a length L in the
xˆ-direction, the electronic single-particle wave functions
then have the form
ψQWn,k(x, y) =
1√
L
eikx χQWn (y) (1)
where χQWn (y) is the n-th discrete subband state for the
quantum wire. The single-particle eigenenergy εn,k =
En + h¯
2k2/2m∗. For wires widths comparable to or
smaller than the typical distance between electrons, the
energy spacing between different subbands will be larger
than the Fermi energy and only the lowest (n = 0) sub-
band will be occupied in the ground and low-energy ex-
cited states. The ground state of the non-interacting
many-electron system is a 1D Fermi gas state in which all
single-particle states with n = 0 and |k| ≤ kF are occu-
pied. The subband wavefunction leads only to form fac-
tors which will modify the electron-electron interaction in
the system at short distances. The situation for a 2D ES
in a strong perpendicular magnetic field is similar. For
a Hall bar geometry where the system is confined in the
yˆ-direction and periodic boundary conditions are applied
in the xˆ-direction, the Landau gauge [ ~A = (−By, 0, 0)]
wavefunctions have the form17
ψHBn,k(x, y) =
1√
L
eikx χHBn (y − ℓ2k) . (2)
Here ℓ := [h¯c/(eB)]1/2 is the magnetic length, n is the
Landau level index, and χHBn (y) is the wave function of a
harmonic oscillator with frequency ωc = eB/(m
∗c) which
is localized to a length ∼ ℓ around y = 0. The oscillator
wavefunctions play the role of the subband wavefunction
in a quantum wire, but in the Hall bar case they are
displaced from the origin by a distance proportional to
wave vector k. In addition, the dependence of the single-
particle eigenenergy, εn,k = h¯ωc(n + 1/2) + V
ext(ℓ2k),
on k is due to the confinement potential V ext(y) rather
than to the kinetic energy. In the strong magnetic field
limit, only n = 0 states will be occupied at ν = 1, even
when the width of the Hall bar is macroscopic, and states
at the Fermi energy with k = ±kF will be localized at
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opposite edges of the sample, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This
property of Hall bar systems plays the central role role in
the edge state picture of the integer quantum Hall effect
for non-interacting electrons.3,18 The sample width W =
2kF ℓ
2 is assumed to be much larger than the magnetic
length ℓ throughout this paper. When this condition is
not satisfied the distinction between a quantum wire and
a quantum Hall bar blurs.
III. COULOMB MATRIX ELEMENTS AND
LOW-ENERGY HAMILTONIAN
Quantum wire and QH bar systems are described by
microscopic Hamiltonians of the same form
H = H0 +H int (3a)
H0 =
∑
k
h¯(|k| − kF ) vF c†kck (3b)
H int =
1
2L
∑
k,p,q
V (k, p, q) c†k+qc
†
pcp+qck (3c)
where H0 is the one-body term in the Hamiltonian and
the single-particle energy has been linearized around k =
±kF so that vF = h¯kF /m∗ in the quantum wire case
while
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FIG. 1. Comparison of quantum wire and quantum Hall
bar systems. Both the dependence of the single-particle en-
ergy ε0,k on wave vector k (solid lines) and the spatial extent
of the lateral part of the wave function [≡ |ψ0,k(y)|
2 depicted
as dotted lines] are shown schematically. The principal dif-
ference is the strong localization of |ψHB0,±kF (y)|
2 at opposite
edges of the sample in the Hall bar case, compared to the
identity of |ψQW
0,±kF
(y)|2 in the quantum wire case.
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(4)
in the Hall bar case. The y-dependent part of the wave-
functions enters crucially into the form of the matrix el-
ement V (k, p, q). For quantum wires,19,20 the function
χQWn (y) does not depend on k, and the interaction ma-
trix element is a function of momentum transfer q only.
Up to an irrelevant constant, it is then possible to rewrite
Eqs. (3) as
HQW
eff
= H0 +
1
2L
∑
q 6=0
V QWq ̺q̺−q . (5)
Here ̺q =
∑
k c
†
k+qck is the 1D Fourier transform of the
density operator. For Coulomb interaction, the effective
1D potential at small q is19,20
V QWq =
e2
ǫ
(−2) ln [α qW ] (6)
where W is the width of the quantum wire and α is a
constant of order unity which depends on the details of
the confining potential. In the QH bar, however, single-
particle states with different relative momentum are sep-
arated in the yˆ-direction. (See Fig. 1.) Consequently, the
matrix element V (k, p, q) depends on both q and k − p.
If the originally 2D interaction is U(~r) and has the 2D
Fourier transform U(~q) = U(qx, qy), we find that
V (k, p, q) =
e−
1
2
(qℓ)2
ℓ
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ e−
1
2
κ2 U(q, κℓ−1) eiκ(k−p)ℓ.
(7)
For the physically relevant Coulomb interaction in the
limit of small momentum transfer q ≤ ℓ−1 we obtain (see
also Fig. 2)
V (k, p, q) =
e2
ǫ
{
2K0(|q(k − p)ℓ2|) for |k − p| > ℓ−1
−2 ln [√γ8 qℓ] for |k − p| ≤ ℓ−1
(8)
where ǫ is the host semiconductor dielectric constant, and
γ ∼ 1.78 is the exponential of Euler’s constant. Cor-
rections to Eq. (8) are analytic in q, in |k − p|−1 for
large |k − p|, and in |k − p| for small |k − p| and are
negligible for our purposes. Similar expressions for two-
particle Coulomb matrix elements in a Hall bar have been
reported previously.21–24 Here we want to use this ex-
pression to derive a 1D effective Hamiltonian similar to
Eq. (5), to describe the low-energy excitations of a Hall
bar. It is useful to separate the q = 0 term in the Hamil-
tonian which, in contrast to the quantum wire case, is
not a constant. Defining V˜ (k − p) := V (k, p, 0) we find
that
HHB = H0 +Hq=0 +HTL (9)
2
where
Hq=0 =
1
2L
∑
k,p
V˜ (k − p)c†kc†pcpck (10a)
≃ 1
L
∑
k

 kF∑
p=−kF
V˜ (k − p)

 c†kck (10b)
The last line holds in the low-energy sector of the Hamil-
tonian where number operator fluctuations are negligi-
ble except for single-particle states close to the edge of
the system which do not contribute importantly to the
sum. Hq=0 simply adds the electrostatic (Hartree) con-
tribution to the single-particle energies which would be
present in a Hartree self-consistent field theory. This con-
tribution is an irrelevant constant for a quantum wire
but is state dependent in a Hall bar. The Hartree en-
ergy is positive and smaller in magnitude for states with
|k| > kF since they are localized farther from the other
electrons. Linearizing the Hartree single-particle energy
we find that for low energies and W ≫ ℓ
Hq=0
eff
=
∑
k
(
− e
2
ǫπ
)
(|k| − kF ) ln
[√
2γ
W
ℓ
]
c†kck . (11)
The low-energy physics of a 1D ES can be captured
in an approximation where the Hamiltonian is projected
onto sectors where the number of right going fermions(
NR :=
∑
k>0
〈
c†kck
〉)
and the number of left going
fermions
(
NL :=
∑
k<0
〈
c†kck
〉)
are fixed. As is well
known from studies of TL models7–9 for 1D ES, this
projection permits one-body terms linearized around the
Fermi points to be expressed in terms of density oper-
ators ̺R,Lq :=
∑
k>0
k<0
c†k+qck.
(
̺q = ̺
L
q + ̺
R
q
)
Using this
procedure, Hq=0eff can be lumped with the q 6= 0 interac-
tion terms in the Hamiltonian to obtain
HHB
eff
= H0 +
1
L
∑
q>0
{
V intraq
[
̺Lq̺
L
−q + ̺
R
q ̺
R
−q
]
+ V interq
[
̺Lq̺
R
−q + ̺
R
q ̺
L
−q
]}
(12)
where the effective 1D intra-edge and inter-edge interac-
tions are
V intraq :=
e2
ǫ
(−2) ln
[γ
2
qW
]
and V interq :=
e2
ǫ
2K0(qW ) .
Microscopically, the q 6= 0 terms in the interaction Hamil-
tonian represent the loss of exchange energy when a den-
sity wave is created in the system. To obtain this result
we have used the fact that the dependence of V (k, p, q)
on k and p is negligible at small q when k and p are near
the same Fermi point and appealed to linearization in
setting |k − p| = W/ℓ2 when k and p are near opposite
Fermi points.
Previous studies addressing the effect of Coulomb in-
teraction in QH systems have used a Hamiltonian of the
form shown in Eq. (12) as starting point. In this work
the Hamiltonian implicitly or explicitly contains two un-
determined parameters: the bare Fermi velocity vF ap-
pearing in H0 and a cut-off length, generally assumed to
be microscopic, appearing in the expression for V intraq . In
our microscopic analysis, the length appearing in V intraq
is the macroscopic sample width W and vF, defined by
Eq. (4), is dependent on the external potential. How-
ever, it is important to realize that the projection onto
fixed NR and NL sectors obviates the distinction we have
made between one-body and two-body terms in the un-
derlying microscopic Hamiltonian. The identification of
a bare Fermi velocity associated with the one-body term
plays no role in the physics. In our analysis, the intra-
edge interaction represents the sum of terms originating
from the one-body Hartree energy which leads to an at-
tractive effective interaction and the q 6= 0 terms in the
intra-edge interaction which are repulsive. We could as
well have grouped the Hartree term with the one-body
term in the Hamiltonian. With this choice, the one-
body term would vanish if the external potential origi-
nated from a positively-charged background which pre-
cisely cancelled the ground state electron charge density.
In typical experimental situations the external potential
which attracts electrons to the Hall bar is weaker near
the edge than in the neutralizing background model fre-
quently used in theoretical model calculations so that
the Fermi velocity is negative when the Hartree term is
grouped with the one-body terms. The negative Fermi
velocity needn’t have any physical consequences, how-
ever, since in the case of interest the q 6= 0 terms in the
Hamiltonian stabilize all excitations.
∋
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FIG. 2. Matrix element Eq. (7) evaluated for Coulomb in-
teraction. Three regimes can be distinguished if qℓ < 1.
For the case |k − p|ℓ < 1 we find that V (k, p, q) ∼ − ln(qℓ)
and is essentially independent of k, p. For |k − p|ℓ > 1 and
q|k−p|ℓ2 < 1, it is found that V (k, p, q) ∼ − ln(q|k−p|ℓ2). Fi-
nally, the matrix element is negligibly small for q|k−p|ℓ2 > 1.
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For smoother edges this Fermi velocity becomes more
and more negative and eventually the system will become
unstable to edge reconstructions,24–26 signaling a phase
transition to a state with a different and more compli-
cated low-energy effective Hamiltonian. However, this
instability involves ‘ultraviolet’ physics which is beyond
the scope of the present study.
We see from the expression for V interq that the inter-
edge interaction is important only if qW < 1, because the
modified Bessel function K0(x) decays rapidly for x > 1.
Physically, the Coulomb potential due to a 1D density
wave is weak when viewed from a point removed from
the 1D system by a distance longer than the period of
the wave. For small x, K0(x)→ − ln
[
γ
2x
]
so that in the
limit q ≪ W−1, we have V intraq = V interq = V QWq . The
contribution to the Hamiltonian of a quantum Hall bar
from modes with a wavelength exceeding W is identi-
cal to the corresponding contribution to the effective 1D
Hamiltonian for the quantum wire.
IV. BOSONIZATION
TL models described by a Hamiltonian displayed in
Eq. (12) can be solved by means of bosonization.7–9 This
is possible because within the restricted Hilbert space of
low-energy, small-q excitations around a uniform ground
state, the density operators ̺L,Rq obey simple bosonic
commutation relations. If ν denotes the occupation num-
ber of single-particle states in the uniform many-particle
ground state around which the excitations occur, the
commutation relations are
[
̺Lq , ̺
L
q′
]
= ν
qL
2π
δq+q′,0 (13a)[
̺Rq , ̺
R
q′
]
= −ν qL
2π
δq+q′,0 (13b)[
̺Lq , ̺
R
q′
]
= 0 (13c)
So far, we have only considered the case of ν = 1, which is
the generic case for a quantum wire. Below we identify ν
as the Landau level filling factor of the QH bar and com-
ment on the validity of the Luttinger liquid description
of QH edges5 at ν < 1.
In order to understand the intriguing features which
are special to the physics of a 1D ES, it has proven to
be useful9 to introduce two new bosonic fields θ(x) and
φ(x), called phase fields. In what follows, we assume that
NR and NL are fixed. It turns out that the Hamiltonian
(12) can then be rewritten (uniquely up to a constant)
as a quadratic Hamiltonian in these phase fields. Here,
we have an additional motivation for following this pro-
cedure; the generalization of the TL picture to fractional
filling factors ν is straightforward once the phase fields
are introduced. The theory can be formulated in the
phase field formalism for an arbitrary filling factor, and
the value of ν enters the theory only when calculating
physical observables like densities and currents. Before
going into algebraic details, we comment on the justifi-
cation of the TL model for fractional QH edges. (For a
related discussion see Ref. 27.) The explicit derivation
for a quantum Hall bar outlined in the previous section
does not generalize to the ν < 1 case. However, using ar-
guments based on the analytical structure of many-body
wave functions that describe the 2D ES in the fractional
QH regime, it can be shown that for abrupt edges the
one-to-one correspondence between the low-lying excita-
tions in this system and the excitations of a 1D boson
system holds4,1 for ν = 1/m where m is an odd inte-
ger. The form of the theory is essentially fixed1 by this
bosonization property and the requirement that the the-
ory recover the fractional quantum Hall effect under ap-
propriate circumstances. Therefore we believe that, for
abrupt edges, the low-energy Hamiltonian for a QH bar
can be written in the form of Eq. (12) and that the com-
mutation relations Eqs. (13) are valid for the case of ν < 1
also. An exception occurs for large m when the ground
state of the 2D ES is expected28 to be a Wigner crystal.
The relation of the phase fields to the densities of
left going and right going fermions is given in recipro-
cal space
θq =
√
π
ν
i
q
[
̺Rq + ̺
L
q
]
(14a)
φq =
√
π
ν
i
q
[
̺Rq − ̺Lq
]
(14b)
We use reciprocal space language for the following discus-
sion because it is convenient for dealing with anomalies
caused by the long-range of the electron-electron inter-
action. The Hamiltonian (12) is quadratic in the phase
fields:
H =
1
2L
∑
q
|q|Eq
{
1
gq
|θq|2 + gq |φq|2
}
. (15)
Here Eq is the energy of the low-lying bosonic excita-
tions of the system, generally referred to as plasmons in
the quantum wire case and as edge magnetoplasmons in
a QH bar. The dispersion relation Eq for the plasmon
excitations reads
Eq = |q|
[
h¯vF +
ν
2π
V intraq
]√
(1 + ξq)(1− ξq) (16)
and the interaction parameter gq is defined as
gq =
√
1− ξq
1 + ξq
. (17)
The parameter ξq measures the relative strengths of inter-
and intra-edge contributions to the plasmon energy, and
its formal expression is
ξq :=
V interq
V intraq + 2πh¯vF/ν
. (18)
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Obviously, ξq = 0 in the absence of inter-edge interac-
tion. For larger vF, i.e. sharper confining potential, ξq
is smaller, and we expect corrections due to V interq to be
less important. Expressions (16) and (18) reflect the in-
terchangeability of one-body and two-body contributions
to the plasmon dispersion and V intraq . Note that in sam-
ples with aspect ratios close to unity the value of gq is
close to 1 even at the smallest physically-relevant values
of q ∼ L−1. Using these results we can now compare the
physical properties of excitations in quantum wire and
QH bar systems.
A. Plasmon Dispersion
In order to do detailed calculations, we must specify
the confining potential of the QH bar. In what follows, we
adopt the neutralizing background model which produces
sharp confinement and diminishes corrections due to the
inter-edge interaction as explained above. To calculate
the Fermi velocity resulting from a uniform neutralizing
background, we can use Eq. (11) apart from a sign change
since the Hartree energy of the Fermi sea is simply the
electrostatic potential due to the electron charge density
in the ground state. With the fractional filling factor
incorporated properly, we find that
vF = ν
e2
h¯ǫπ
ln
[√
2γ
W
ℓ
]
. (19)
For a macroscopic QH sample,W/ℓ is rather large (hence
vF is big), andW ∼ L. Therefore, the bare Fermi velocity
in this system is larger than the renormalization terms
arising from interaction effects (V intraq and V
inter
q ). It is
interesting to compare the W ∼ L limit with the case
of a perfectly circular quantum dot.25,29,30 In that case
it follows purely from symmetry arguments that in the
long-wavelength limit the plasmon energy is determined
completely by the external potential term in the Hamil-
tonian. We expect this to be approximately true for all
samples with aspect ratios close to one. The plasmon
dispersion in this limit is
TABLE I. Contributions to the plasmon dispersion in
quantum wire and quantum-Hall (QH) bar systems. This
Table is based on the common separation of energies in elec-
tronic systems into kinetic, Hartree, external potential, and
exchange-correlation contributions. Table entries indicate
whether the energy mentioned in the left column gives a pos-
itive (+), negative (−), or zero (0) contribution to the energy
of long wavelength plasmons.
quantum wire QH bar
kinetic energy + 0
external confining potential 0 +
Hartree energy 0 −
exchange/correlation energy + +
Eq = −ν e
2
ǫπ
|q| ln
[√
γ/8 |q|ℓ
]
. (20)
Expressions of the form of Eq. (20) for the edge magneto-
plasmon dispersion have been successfully applied to in-
terpret experimental data31–34,?,36–40 and were originally
derived classically41,42. That Eq. (20) is the correct re-
sult for experimentally-realistic QH samples is one of the
main points of our discussion here. This result should be
contrasted with the plasmon dispersion relation at long
wavelengths in a quantum wire where (see also Ref. 16)
it is found19 that Eq ∼ |q|
√
| ln[|q|]|. More generally the
underlying microscopic terms in the Hamiltonian differ
qualitatively in their influence on the magnetoplasmon
dispersion in the two cases as summarized in Table I
which is based on the common separation of energies
into kinetic, Hartree, external potential, and exchange-
correlation contributions.
B. Correlation Functions
The phase field formalism facilitates the straightfor-
ward calculation of electronic correlation functions. A
hallmark of the bosonization approach in the study of
1D systems7–9 is the possibility to express the electron
field operator ψ in terms of the phase fields. Electron
Green’s functions can then be written in terms of Green’s
functions of the phase fields, which are readily calculated
because the Hamiltonian (15) is quadratic.
In truly 1D systems, the electron field operator de-
pends on one spatial coordinate (x) only. Incorporating
the 2D aspect of a quasi-1D ES and, in particular, a QH
bar, we have to consider its dependence on the lateral
coordinate (y) as well:
ψL,R(x, y) = ΦL,R(x, y) exp
[
±i
√
π
ν
θ(x) + i
√
π
ν
φ(x)
]
(21)
where ΦQW
L,R
(x, y) := ψQW0,∓kF (x, y) for the quantum wire
and ΦHB
L,R
(x, y) := ψHB0,∓kF (x, y) for the QH bar. The op-
erator for the total density of electrons at some position
along a quantum Hall bar can be obtained by integrating
over the transverse (y) coordinate:
̺(x) =
∫
dy [ψL(x, y) + ψR(x, y)]
†
[ψL(x, y) + ψR(x, y)] .
(22)
In terms of the phase fields we find that
̺(x) =
√
ν
π
∂xθ(x) + OˆCDW(x) (23a)
where OˆCDW represents the portion of the charge den-
sity which oscillates with period π/kF . The slow decay
5
of correlations associated with this part of the charge
density15 is the basis of the quasi-crystalline character of
the electrons in a quantum wire. The spatial separation
of oppositely directed electrons in quantum Hall bars is
not important in the first term of Eq. (23a) because the
y-dependent part of ΦL,R(x, y) is normalized. However in
the 2kF term, the overlap of χ0(y)’s at ±kF enters and
the spatial separation changes the result. We find that
OˆCDW(x) =
1
πℓ
exp
[(
−W
2ℓ
)2]
cos
[
2kFx+ 2
√
π
ν
θ(x)
]
.
(23b)
The quantum wire case can be recovered by setting
W = 0. In the Hall bar case OˆCDW acquires the prefac-
tor exp [−(W/ℓ)2] which, for realistic sample dimensions
(W/ℓ ∼ 10 . . .100), is extremely small.
Using the bosonization technique, we find for the CDW
correlations〈
OˆCDW(x) OˆCDW(0)
〉
=
1
2π2ℓ2
exp
[
− (W/ℓ)2
]
cos (2kFx)
× exp
{
−2π
ν
〈
[θ(x)− θ(0)]2
〉}
. (24)
The phase field correlation function is determined by the
interaction parameter gq which reflects the non-Fermi-
liquid properties of the system7–9 resulting from inter-
edge interaction. A standard calculation15 gives the fol-
lowing result
〈
[θ(x) − θ(0)]2
〉
=
2
L
∑
q>0
gq
1− cos (qx)
q
. (25)
For the case of the Coulomb interaction we find15 (for
x ≥W ) that〈
OˆCDW(x) OˆCDW(0)
〉
=
1
2π2ℓ2
exp
[
− (W/ℓ)2
]
cos (2kFx)
× exp
[
− 2
ν
√
|ln[W/ℓ] ln[x2/(Wℓ)]|
]
. (26)
The very weak dependence on x at x ≫ W is associ-
ated with the vanishing of gq for qW ≪ 1. The factor
exp
[
− 2ν
√
|ln[W/ℓ] ln[x2/(Wℓ)]|
]
on the r.h.s. of Eq. (26)
is plotted as a function of x for two different values of W
in Fig. 3. For comparison, the power-law expected when
inter-edge interactions are absent
〈
OˆCDW(x) OˆCDW(0)
〉
∼
(x
ℓ
)−2/ν
if V interq ≡ 0 (27)
is also plotted. The correlations shown in Eq. (26) fall
off more slowly than they would if inter-edge interactions
were neglected. However, for largeW/ℓ, which is the case
applicable to QH samples, the relative difference between
Eq. (26) and the power-law limit [Eq. (27)] remains small
even when x is several times larger than W , see Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. CDW-correlations at the edge of a QH bar. Plot-
ted as the solid line is the x-dependent exponential on the
r.h.s. of Eq. (26) at fixed W/ℓ for filling factor ν = 1. The
result (x/ℓ)−2/ν (which one would obtain if inter-edge inter-
action was not present) is shown as the dotted line. For large
W , the difference between the two curves is small for x less
than several times W . In samples with large aspect ratios,
the correlation functions have a large relative difference for
x ≫ W but both are already quite small in magnitude. The
quasi-solid correlations in quantum wires are therefore un-
likely to be of physical importance in typical Hall bar sam-
ples.
For Hall bar samples with aspect ratios L/W of order
less than ∼ 10, even the minimum value of gq (for q =
2π/L) is close to unity. Therefore, there is no regime
where quasi-solid correlations occur.
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have calculated microscopically the
dispersion relation for edge magnetoplasmons in a QH
bar, emphasizing distinctions between these excitations
and the plasmon excitations of a quantum wire. We
have carefully examined the influence of different terms
in the total Hamiltonian on plasmon excitations and ob-
tain quite different results in Hall bar and quantum wire
cases. Whereas the plasmon energy in the quantum wire
case has contributions only from kinetic energy gain and
exchange energy loss in the underlying electron system,
the energy of edge magnetoplasmons in a QH bar has ad-
ditional contributions arising from electrostatic (Hartree)
and external potential terms but no contribution due to
kinetic energy gain. Despite these differences, the low-
energy effective Hamiltonian for both systems is identical
for qW ≪ 1.
Typical sample geometries of QH bars have an aspect
ratio close to unity. Therefore, in this case, qW ≥ 1 even
6
for the smallest possible q. In this limit, inter-edge in-
teraction is negligibly small. As a result we find that for
typical sample geometries, the classical magnetoplasmon
dispersion relation, Eq. (20), which differs from the plas-
mon dispersion relation for a quantum wire, is accurate.
Important corrections to the plasmon dispersion due to
the interaction between left and right moving parts of
the electron density occur only for long narrow Hall bar
samples. We also find that typical QH samples are not
in the regime where the quasi-solid behavior expected for
charge density correlations in a quantum wire is impor-
tant. Furthermore, the spatial separation of left movers
and right movers in a QH bar leads to a suppression of
the CDW-fluctuations which is a Gaussian function of
the width W of the Hall bar.
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